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Company: Technipfmc

Location: Perth

Category: other-general

Assembler III Location: Dammam, SA Employment type: Employee Place of work: Office

Offshore/Onshore: Onshore TechnipFMC is committed to driving real change in the energy

industry. Our ambition is to build a sustainable future through relentless innovation and

global collaboration – and we want you to be part of it. You'll be joining a culture that values

curiosity, expertise, and ideas as well as diversity, inclusion, and authenticity. Bring your

unique energy to our team of more than 20,000 people worldwide, and discover a rewarding,

fulfilling, and varied career that you can take in anywhere you want to go. Job

PurposeEnsure assembly and test operating tasks and activities within time frame in

agreement with the objectives fixed in term of performance, quality, and safety.Job

Description• Assembles, tests, paints surface components following standard specifications. •

Assists others during assembly of components in area of expertise. • Resolves routine

questions and problems in mastered subassemblies. Refers more complex issues to higher

levels.• Completes required test documentation including test reports, failed test reports

and Non-Conformance Reports (NCR).• Uses material handling equipment to move

parts, components and subassemblies from one work or storage area to another as required.•

Understand and follow all safety requirements and proceduresYou are meant for this job if:•

Secondary school /High school diploma with mechanical skills / Professional education or

apprentice ship• Good professional practice: one to two years of

experienceSkillsAdditional Skills Being a global leader in the energy industry requires an

inclusive and diverse environment. TechnipFMC promotes diversity, equity, and inclusion by

ensuring equal opportunities to all ages, races, ethnicities, religions, sexual orientations,
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gender expressions, disabilities, or all other pluralities. We celebrate who you are and what

you bring. Every voice matters and we encourage you to add to our culture.

TechnipFMC respects the rights and dignity of those it works with and promotes

adherence to internationally recognized human rights principles for those in its value chain.

Learn more about TechnipFMC and find other open positions by visiting our Career Page.

Follow us on LinkedIn for company updates. Date posted: Apr 16, 2024 Requisition number:

5853
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